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Abstract—Peer-to-peer file sharing systems, most notably Bit-
Torrent (BT), have achieved tremendous success among Internet
users. Recent studies suggest that the long-term relationships
among BT peers can be explored to enhance the downloading
performance; for example, for re-sharing previously downloaded
contents or for effectively collaborating among the peers. How-
ever, whether such relationships do exist in real world remains
unclear. In this paper, we take a first step towards the real-world
applicability of peers’ long-term relationship through a measure-
ment based study. We find that 95% peers cannot even meet each
other again in the BT networks; therefore, most peers can hardly
be organized for further cooperation. This result contradicts
to the conventional understanding based on the observed daily
arrival pattern in peer-to-peer networks. To better understand
this, we revisit the arrival of BT peers as well as their long-
range dependence. We find that the peers’ arrival patterns are
highly diverse; only a limited number of stable peers have clear
self-similar and periodic daily arrivals patterns. The arrivals
of most peers are, however, quite random with little evidence
of long-range dependence. To better utilize these stable peers,
we start to explore peers’ long-term relationships in specific
swarms instead of conventional BT networks. Fortunately, we
find that the peers in Twitter-initialized torrents have stronger
temporal locality, thus offering great opportunity for improving
their degree of sharing. Our PlanetLab experiments further
indicate that the incorporation of social relations remarkably
accelerates the download completion time. The improvement
remains noticeable even in a hybrid system with a small set
of social friends only.

Index Terms—BitTorrent, long-term relationship, self-similar,
social networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

PEER-TO-PEER (P2P) networks have emerged as a suc-
cessful architecture for content sharing over the Internet.

BitTorrent (BT), the most popular P2P application, has at-
tracted significant attention from network operators and re-
searchers for its wide deployment. Recent studies suggest that
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the long-term relationships among BT peers can be explored
to enhance the downloading performance; for example, the
re-sharing of old contents contents[1][2]. The cooperation
among closely related peers has also been explored to achieve
better sharing efficiency[3][4]. However, whether such long-
term relationships can be maintained still remain unknown.

In this paper, we for the first time examine the challenges
and potentials of long-term social relationships in P2P net-
works, particularly Twitter-trigger BT swarms (The swarms
whose downloads are initialized/shared in Twitter communi-
ties). We have collected trace-data from more 100, 000 real
world swarms spanning over 80 days. We find that peers’
online patterns in conventional BT swarms are highly diverse:
less than 5% peers can meet each other again in our entire
measurement duration 1. In particular, their online patterns
are not well-overlapped to provide constant help to each
other. This observation raises a big challenge to utilize social
relations because the peers may not even have the chance to
help their friends.

This result contradicts to the conventional understanding
based on the observed daily arrival pattern in peer-to-peer
networks2. To better understand this, we revisit the individual
peer arrivals as well as their long-range dependence. Surpris-
ingly, we find that only a limited number of peers have very
stable self-similar and periodic daily arrival patterns (which
we call them “stable peers”). It is worth noting that the online
patterns of these stable peers have strong long-range depen-
dence and can be well predicted by their historical behaviors.
The arrivals of most peers are, however, quite random with
a clear absence of long-range dependence. Therefore, even if
we can extend the standard BT protocol beyond stand-alone
file swarming, the long-term relationships can hardly be built
among most peers.

To better utilize these stable peers, we start to explore peers’
long-term relationships in specific swarms instead of conven-
tional BT networks. Fortunately, we find that the peers’ online
patterns are better overlapped in Twitter-trigger BT swarms,
where more than 35% peers can meet each other again. Our
PlanetLab experiments indicate that the incorporation of social
relations remarkably accelerates the downloading time for BT
peers. This improvement remains noticeable even in a hybrid
system with a small set of social friends only.

1Even when we consider their cooperation across multiple torrents.
2This pattern indicants that most peers are very likely to be online at the

same time everyday; it is thus hard to understand why 95% peers can only
meet each other once.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we illustrate the related works. In Section 3, we present the
measurement methodology and analyze the pitfalls of long-
term relationships. To better understand this challenge, Section
4 quantifies the online overlap of peers, and Section 5 gives
the underlying reasons of the results. Section 6 sheds new light
into the torrents sharing on social networks applications, and
Section 7 provides the experimental evaluation to our practical
cooperation protocol. After the further discussion in Section
8, Section 9 concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

There have been numerous studies on the implementation,
analysis, and optimization of the BitTorrent system [5]. As
a well known long-term relationship in BitTorrent, multiple-
torrent-based studies have recently attracted attention follow-
ing an earlier work of Guo et al [1]. They revealed that
more than 85% of all peers participate in multiple torrents,
and proposed an inter-torrent approach through tracker-level
collaborations. Dan et al. [2] further investigated how the
separated torrents can be merged together to improve the
performance of an entire torrent. Piatek et al. [6] identified
the performance problems when the BT publishers package a
number of related files and disseminates it through a single
larger swarm (content bundling). This study also designed
a new one-hop reputation protocol for BitTorrent system.
Menasche et al. [7] further quantified the content availability
in swarming systems of content bundling. Lev-tov et al. [8]
discussed the details of file selection and applied a stochastic
games and Markov model to optimize the BitTorrent system
with multiple files.

On the other hand, it also has been realized that the
existing BT system hinders decent peers or peers of close
relationship from more efficient cooperation. Therefore, the
peer cooperation potential in private [4] [9] or even some
public swarms [3] have been widely suggested. Long-term
relationships are also considered to improve the availability [1]
as well as the sharing efficiency [10] in BT systems. Moreover,
the existence of peer communities [11] raises an opportunity
to organize some peers together for further cooperation.

Differing from the existing studies, we take a first step
towards the real-world applicability of peers’ long-term rela-
tionship through a measurement based analysis. We shed new
light on the arrival pattern of the peers and some interesting
findings are discussed.

III. PITFALLS OF LONG-TERM RELATIONSHIP

AMONG BITTORRENT PEERS

The measurement of real world BT systems is a challenging
job as discussed in previous studies such as [12]. In order to
obtain more detailed information, we carefully collect the data
from a local ISP through both passive traffic monitoring and
active swarm probing approaches as follows:

First, we collect over 100, 000 torrent files from a popular
torrent sharing site www.btmon.com. To learn peers’ online
behaviors in these swarms, we passively monitored the BitTor-
rent traffic on the out-going switch of a local ISP from Oct.
2009 to Jan. 2010, for over 80 days. In particular, we generate
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Fig. 1: # of online peers in the measurement.

a tracker list based on the collected torrent files, which result
in 683 active trackers. According to this tracker list, we obtain
the updating message between these trackers and the peers that
are located in this ISP3

To obtain more complete peer information in these swarms
(because most of their peers may not belong to this ISP),
we actively probe the peer information from Planetlab [13]
nodes. We run a modified version of cTorrent [14] on over
250 PlanetLab nodes across these torrent files. These Planetlab
clients actively joined the torrents and recorded the observed
peer information (more details can be found in [15]). In this
way, we successfully detected the IP addresses of over 95%
peers for most of the swarms4.

We will now examine the long-term relationships among
BitTorrent peers. We strive to clarify: ‘Can long-term rela-
tionships be built across peers in conventional BT networks?’

We define K as the set of all the trackers, and thus |K| =
683. We first collect the online information of the peers from
all the trackers. Each tracker k generates a peer availability
matrix Ak that indicates the online time slots of the peers:
Each component of Ak, Ak(i, j) is a binary value, indicating
whether peer i is connected to tracker k at time slot j (1-yes,
0-no). In our measurement, the maximum value of i is 43, 360
and the maximum value of j is 120, 000 minutes. After that,
we merge all 683 matrixes together to get a global online
matrix G. Each component of G, G(i, j) is a binary value
indicating whether peer i is connected to the BT networks at
time slot j. (1-yes, 0-no). As shown in Figure 4, the peer’s
online durations are indicated by several solid lines between
solid cycles(refer to peer arrivals) and empty cycles(refer to
peer departures).

We now check peers’ off-line durations in our data set. As
shown in Figure 2, over 70% peers will return to the BT
networks after more than 10 days since their last downloading.
Given most torrents’ lifespans are less than 240 hours [1], the
old torrents may have been already dead because the users may
remove their old contents after such a long time. We further
check the number of peer encounters (how many times a peer’s
online pattern is overlapped with another peer) in Figure 3,

3Note that the peer’ IP addresses are statically assigned in this ISP..
These peers are filtered/identified by the torrent information in their updating
messages.

4This ratio is calculated by comparing the number of detected peers with
the total number of peers as advertised by the tracker of a torrent.
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Fig. 2: CDF of peers’ off-line duration.
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Fig. 3: Number of peer encounters.
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where only pairs encountered at least once are considered. We
can see that the peers in are not likely to meet others again;
less then 5% peers can meet others more than once in the BT
networks over 80 days. This raises a significant challenge to
utilize long-term relationships because the peers can hardly
meet/help their potential friends.

Giving the clear daily patterns (shown in Figure 1), the
peers should have a good chance to help others. It is thus
necessary to understand why most peers can hardly meet each
other. Therefore, we further investigate peers’ arrivals in the
following section.

IV. SIMILARITY OF PEERS’ ONLINE PATTERN

A. Computation of Online Similarity

We are trying to identify what kind of peers are more likely
to meet each other in the BitTorrent networks. As we discussed
in Section ??, we can obtain a global online matrix of peers
G =

∑
k∈K Ak, representing the online pattern of n = 43, 360

peers over m = 120, 000 minutes. Let G(i,M) denote the
ith row of G (where M refers to the set of time slots and
|M | = m). We have the overlapped time slots of two peers,
n1 and n2, described as:

Ln1,n2 = G(n1,M) •G(n2,M).

Ln1,n2 is a 1×m matrix, each component of which Ln1,n2 ,
Ln1,n2(j) is also a binary value, indicating whether peer n1

and n2 are online at the same time at time slot j. The length
(number of online slots) of this overlap over time m can be

described as:

K(Ln1,n2) =
m∑

j=1

Ln1,n2(j),

where K(Ln1,n2) is an integer indicating the length of the
online overlap of peer n1 and n2. We also use K(G(n1,M))
and K(G(n2,M)) to refer the total online time of peer n1

and n2, respectively. Therefore, the time similarity of peer n1

and n2, S(n1, n2), is defined as follows:

S(n1, n2) =
K(Ln1,n2)

Max {K(G(n1,M)),K(G(n2,M))}
An intuitive explanation of S(n1, n2) is the normalized

time overlap of peer n1 and n2. In particular, considering the
possible diversity of peers’ total online duration, we use the
larger one between n1 and n2 for the normalization.

B. Observations

To present all 43, 360 peers, our online similarity matrix has
over 1.9 × 1010 components. We therefore present a sample
illustration of the similarity among 70 peers in Figure 5, where
the intensity indicates the similarity value among the trackers
(dark: similar; light: not similar). We can see that most of these
components have very low similarity values (generally lower
than 0.025). This observation confirms that that the online
patterns of most peers are quite different with each other.

To further understand their property, we check two rep-
resentative peers in Figure 6, where peer #313 is a stable
peer with long online duration (total online time larger than
16 hours), and peer #312 is an unstable peer with relatively
short online duration (total online time less than 5 hours).
We can see that for peer #312, it only has positive similarity
with 862 (out of 43, 360) peers; most of their values are quite
low (under 0.05) and this value decrease exponentially fast
in a very small scale. On the other hand, for peer #313, it
has positive similarity with over 40, 000 peers and more than
2, 000 of them have values higher than 0.05. This indicates
that peer #313 is more eligible to be optimized by long-
term relationships. In Figure 7, we further compare 10 stable
peers to 10 unstable peers. It is easy to see that the similarity
distributions of these two groups are clearly different. This
indicates that the the long-term relationships can be obtained
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Sample view of similarity matrix (70 Peers)
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among stable peers. It is therefore important to further clarify
the online pattern of these peers.

V. UNDERSTAND THE ONLINE PATTERN OF PEERS

A. A Close Look of Individual Peers

We will now examine the online patterns of peers. In par-
ticular, we will clarify whether all the BT peers are following
similar daily arrival pattern with clear self-similar features[16].
We first take a close look to some individual peers. Figure 8
presents an illustration of two highly overlapping peers in our
dataset. It is easy to see that these two peers join the BitTorrent
networks regularly every day and their online time slots are
highly overlapped following clear 7-day pattern. Other peers,
on the other hand, are having quite random behaviors. These
peers join the BT networks for several hours, leave, and stay
offline for a relatively long time before next arrival.

Based on this observation, we divide the BT peers into
two different groups. The first group includes 13, 000 peers
that have relatively stable online time. In particular, their total
online durations are more than 1% of the entire measurement
duration5. The other group includes the remaining peers with
total online time less than 16 hours. We will further discuss the
self-similar as well as the long-range dependence properties
in these two groups respectively.

5Note that the entire measurement duration is 80 days; 1% means these
peers’ total online time is more than 16 hours

B. Self-similar and Long-Range Dependence

It is well known that the term “self-similar” was formally
defined by Mandelbrot [17] [18]. In the classic studies, the
degree of self-similarity can be measured by the estimation
of Hurst parameter. Where the Hurst parameter H is a
measure of the extent of long-range dependence in a given
time series. H takes on values from 0 to 1, and the value
of 0.5 indicates the absence of long-range dependence. The
more H is close to 1, the greater the degree of persistence or
long-range dependence is. This value can be inferred generally
through graphical methods such as R/S-statistic, variances of
the aggregated processes and periodogram-based analysis.

In the recent years, many improved algorithms have been
proposed to compute the Hurst parameter. We thus apply
one popular way form [19] to our dataset. We divide our
daily 24-hour trace into 4 equal time bins corresponding to
2 normal/low hours in the morning and midnight and 2 busy
hours around noon. Therefore. each bin has the length of 6
hours. For comparison, we used a simulated Poisson data as
a baseline.

As shown in Figure ??, we can see that the Hurst parameters
of the stable peers are quite high, as most of them are
around 0.7 and some can achieve over 0.9. Comparing to
the simulated Poisson data, which are generally around 0.5,
it is easy to see that the arrivals of stable peers are highly
dependent in 6-hour intervals and thus have clear self-similar
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features. On the other hand, in Figure ??, the Hurst parameters
of unstable peers are generally distributed around 0.5, which
is very similar with that of the Poisson data.

In order to confirm this observation, we further check the
autocorrelation coefficient of peers’ arrival with different time
bins. Let χ be the complex conjugate of χ. The autocorrelation
of a for a given shift τ is defined by:

Ca(τ) =

t−1∑

i=0

χ(ai+τ )χ(ai), 0 ≤ τ ≤ t− 1 (1)

where τ is a phase shift of the sequence {ai} and the indexes
are computed modulo t, the period of a. {ai} = a refers to
the input sequence (a row in global online matrix G).

Note that for self-similar processes, the autocorrelation
function will decay very slowly (hyperbolically) toward zero,
but may never reach zero. On the other hand, for the short-
range dependent process such as Poisson or compound Pois-
son, the auto correlation function will decrease to zero very
quickly. As shown in Figure 9, we present the autocorrelation
coefficient of the stable peers, unstable peers and the simulated
Poisson data.

Figure 9a shows the autocorrelation coefficient in 6-hour
intervals. It is quite clear that the function of stable peers
decay very slow follows a power-law-like curve. The function
of unstable peers and simulated Poisson data, on the other
hand, decay very fast to a close-to-zero level which shows the
absence of long-range dependence. When we further increase
the length of the interval to one day, one week and one month,
we can see that the autocorrelation function of stable peers
becomes more and more stable converging to 0.3. On the other
hand, the autocorrelation function of unstable peers and the
Poisson data still decrease very fast to a near-zero value. This
observation further confirms that the arrival pattern of unstable
peers is quite random. It does not has long-range dependence
even we consider a very long time interval, e.g., one month.
Therefore, the arrival of unstable peers can be better fitted
by Poisson processes This is also the underlying reason why
long-term relationships can hardly be built among most peers.

The number of stable peers is small, yet their longer lifes-
pans and highly overlapped patterns make them very important
to assist the downloading of other peers. In particular, we find
that the average ratio of stable peers (per snapshot) is around
45%. How to find these stable peers is therefore an instant
question. Fortunately, as a well-known long-term relationship
among users, the social networks shed new light on this
problem..

VI. OPPORTUNITIES: TORRENT SHARING ON SOCIAL

NETWORKS

We will now present the measurement analysis of peers’
social relationship as well as the torrent sharing on social
applications.

A. BitTorrent and Social Applications

Despite its name, peer-to-peer file sharing is usually a
solitary pursuit, where the peers swap bits of contents, while
the peers themselves remaining anonymous to one another.
Yet, more and more users as well as the BitTorrent company
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Fig. 9: The autocorrelation function for the data in 6 hours,
one day, one week and one month.
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against rank.

itself is trying to enable social-network-based functions in BT.
In particular, one of their designs is to make it easy for friends
downloading the same swarms to talk about it. A new feature
in the latest version of the uTorrent [20] client called “Torrent
Tweets” allows users to talk about a given download from the
application and see what everyone else is saying on Twitter6

[21]. Of course, BitTorrent’s uTorrent is just one of the many
BitTorrent clients out there, and Torrent Tweets has not yet
truly became a standard for BitTorrent protocols. However,
these social network related functions have already start to
change the way of Internet torrents sharing.

Nowadays, more and more torrents are shared on social
applications such as Twitter. Similar with the increasing video
sharing on Facebook [22], the torrents sharing on Twitter has
been widely applied by a great number of users. In particular,
we have found that more than 10, 0000 groups on Twitter site
are built for torrent sharing. It is well known that Twitter em-
phasizes the up-to-date sharing of instant information among
friends. In particular, once a user updates a message/torrent
link on their space, his/her followers will be able to see it
at the same time through updating notifications to their cell
phones. We believed that this feature will potentially change
the downloading behavior of peers and thus interesting to be
investigated.

B. Peers’ Long-Term Relationship in Social Communities

Recall that we have obtained 100, 000 torrents from In-
ternet. In order to clarify the trend of torrents sharing on
social applications, we further crawl the Twitter pages and
check whether these torrents are also shared among Twitter
communities. Our result shows that more than 2% (2, 106 out
of 100, 000) of torrents in our dataset are shared on Twitter. We
call these swarms Twitter swarms and others Normal swarms7.

We obtain the peer information in these Twitter swarms and
check the number of peer encounters between our peer pair
samples in Figure 14. Note that only pairs encountered at least
once are considered. We can see that peers’ online patterns

6It is worth noting that Twitter itself is also highly dependent on the
BitTorrent to manage its thousands of data servers. In Twitter’s new setup,
BitTorrent-powered system has made Twitter server deployment 75 times
faster than before.

7Note that we are not aiming to identify the Twitter users in BitTorrent
swarms

Fig. 13: An illustration of Twitter friends.

are much better overlapped in the Twitter-triggered swarms
(compared to Figure 3). In particular, the ratio is increased
from 5% to 35% which indicates that more peers are eligible
to provide constant helps to others8.

Due to this high encounter ratio, we further investigate
the total length of overlapping time slots in Twitter swarms.
As shown in Figure 15, we can see that most (around 60%)
peers overlapped with others for more than 15 hours in our
measurement. This is relatively a long time that could be uti-
lized by enabling their social relationships. Furthermore, The
Twitter communities consist of trusted friends, a better sharing
incentive can naturally be expected. An intuitive explanation
(of Figure 14 and Figure 15) is that Twitter emphasizes the up-
to-date sharing of instant information among friends. Once a
user updates a message/torrent on their space, his/her followers
will be able to see this message at the same time (through
updating notifications) and then start to download. Therefore,
the peers are very likely to have similar online behaviors.

8Note that a study from Piatek et al. [23] shows that the peers can hardly
have direct data exchange with others again (be assigned as neighbors again).
Our study is, however, focusing on peers’ online patterns and seeking for the
potential of building direct data exchange among social friends.
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Fig. 14: # of peer encounters (in Twitter swarms).

C. Discussions On Social Relations in Twitter

Since the torrent files are mostly included in users’ tweets,
the investigation of users’ social relations can help us better
understand the relationship between BitTorrent and social
applications. In this part, we will present some of our prelim-
inary measurement results of Twitter users. We have collected
Twitter data using a customized distributed crawler, run by
hundreds of nodes in PlanetLab network. The crawler sends re-
quests using Twitter API, and obtains the information of tweets
and users9. To get the information of a tweet, the crawler sends
an HTTP request “http://twitter.com/statuses/show/id.xml”, in
which id is the ID of the tweet. The information of the tweet,
as well as the information of the uploader, is recorded in the
downloaded XML file.

In Twitter, a user can follow his/her friends or anyone he/she
is interested in. We first look at the pattern of the followers
(# of users that are following this user) and users followed
(# of users that are followed by this user). In Figure 10,
both distributions are Zipf-like after top-20. We also look
at the distribution of the ratio of followers and followed, as
shown in Figure 11. There are a number of users having much
more followers than the number of users he/she followed, and
they are probably celebrities; yet, most of the users have a
comparable number of followers. An illustration of Twitter
friend relationships is shown in Figure 13 including 1000
tweets with clear clusters.

We also investigate the number of tweets the users post. As
shown in Figure 12, the distribution is also roughly Zipf-like,
indicating there are a few very active users, and also a great
number of users only posted very few tweets since joining
Twitter. Since the user information is collected along with the
tweet information, all the users we collected posted at least
one tweet; however, we believe there are a significant number
of users haven’t posted anything since joining Twitter.

We can see that the Zipf-like distribution of Twitter com-
munity is quite similar with the BitTorrent community [15].
Given the growing trend of spreading torrents through social
networks, We believe that significant gain can be expected
through peers’ long-term cooperation.

9The user’s information is included in the corresponding tweet’s informa-
tion.
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Fig. 15: Length of overlap time slots between peer pair
samples (in Twitter swarms).

VII. CAN SOCIAL NETWORKS ACCELERATE CONTENT

SHARING?

We will now discuss the performance gain of the peer
cooperation based on social relationships. A possible social
network based protocol is proposed and evaluated through a
trace-based Planet-lab experiment.

A. Collaboration Among BT Peers: A Simple Solution

We assume that peers’ social relationships can be obtained
by the trackers (either by the interaction with social applica-
tions, such as Twitter, or by our proposed social index[24]),
and the trackers will select the majority, but not all, of
the peers’ social friends to build peers’ neighborhoods (with
maximal 8 social friends out of 10 neighbors in our design).

The standard choking algorithm in BitTorrent is designed
by only changing who’s choked once every 10 seconds. This
is processed by unchoking the 4 peers which it has the best
downloading rates from and are interested. If a leecher has
completed the downloading (becames a seeder) it will use
its uploading rate rather than its downloading rate to decide
whom to unchoke (note that the optimistic unchoking is not
discussed in here).

It is worth noting that for any leecher who wants to get data
from other leechers, the key requirement is that this leecher
should be unchoked by other peers. This design guarantees
the instant rewards for every bit that the leechers uploaded
(except for optimistic unchoking cases) which is considered
robust to peers’ possible selfish behaviors. However, it also
hinders decent peers or peers of close relations from more
efficiently cooperation; for example, the friend peers in social
networks. Therefore, we make a very simple modification to
leechers’ choking algorithm. In particular, the leechers will use
the uploading rate to choke their social friends (as a seeder
in the standard BT protocol). In this design, the leechers will
unchoke the 3 peers which it as the best uploading rates (in
the past 10 seconds) among its social friends and 1 peer which
as the best downloading rates outside the friend communities.
Note that we only modified chocking protocol in this design
because it is the one of the most functions that related to peer
collaboration. Such a modification can help us minimize the
impact to the existing BT protocols.
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Fig. 16: Downloading completion time.
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Fig. 17: Startup delay.

B. Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the benefit of social network based
content delivery, we carry out Planet-lab experiments with
a modified version of rTorrent client [25]. Our evaluation
contains two parts: First, investigate the possible gain in an
extreme case where all the peers are social friends; Second,
further clarify this benefit in hybrid swarms with a small set
of social friends only.

In the first experiment, we investigate the sharing efficacy
in two BT swarms Ssocial and Snormal (both with 350 peers).
Ssocial consist of social friends, and Snormal consist of normal
peers. Therefore, standard BT protocol is applied to the clients
in Snormal whereas our modified choking algorithm is applied
to the clients in Ssocial. The content size is 900MB with piece
size of 1024kB (a very popular piece size for large contents).
We used a local server in our campus to run both the seeder
and tracker functions, and the seeder’s maximal uploading
capacity is set to 10M. There are 350 peers arriving over a
very short period of 2 minutes. Note that these parameters are
selected based on the configuration of Planet-lab environment.
Note that the peers in Snormal will leave the swarm as soon
as they have finished the downloading. On the other hand, the
social peers will continue to contribute their uploading if their
friends are still downloading the content (this issue is further
discussed in section 9).

Figure 16 shows the downloading completion time of swarm
Ssocial and Snormal. It is easy to see that the proposed
social network based enhancement can significantly improve
peers’ downloading completion time. In Ssocial, 70% peer
will finish their downloading within 800 seconds whereas
the maximal downloading completion time is 4, 000 seconds.
On the other hand, in Snormal, only 40% peer can finish
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Fig. 18: Downloading rate.
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Fig. 19: Downloading completion time.

their downloading within 4, 000 seconds and the maximal
downloading completion time reaches 20, 000 seconds. To
further understand this benefit, Figure 17 shows that the startup
delay (the delay of getting the first piece) is also greatly
improved. In our new protocol, most peers (90%) in Ssocial

will get their first piece very fast (within 1 minute). Yet only
60% peers in Snormal can get their first within 1 minute based
on the optimistic uncorking. An intuitive explanation is that
peers’ average downloading rate is greatly improved due to the
social relationship based enhancement. As shown in Figure 18,
30% peers in Ssocial can achieve downloading rate of 1M,
while less than 10% peer can have such a high rate in Snormal.

The above experiment demonstrates the gain in entirely
collaborative social swarms (all peers are social friends). The
real world swarms, however, consist of a majority number of
normal (selfish) peers. It is thus interesting to see whether the
peers can still benefit in hybrid swarms with a small set of
social friends only.

In this experiment, we use the trace from a real world
Twitter swarm that consist of 96 peers. The content is a
300MB video file with piece length of 512kB. Based on this
information, we simulate the downloading of this swarm on
Planet-lab with exactly the same configuration. We modified
the client of 22 social peers with our proposed uploading
choking algorithm and applied standard BT protocol to other
peers. In particular, the social peers will use the uploading rate
based choking algorithm to communicate with their friends
and use standard choking algorithm to communicate with other
peers. All peers’ arrivals are within a very short period of 1
minute. Normal peers will leave the swarm as soon as they
have finished downloading. On the other hand, the social peers
will continue to contribute their uploading if their friends are
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Fig. 20: Startup delay.

still downloading the content. Note that the tracker in this
experiment is modified and will process the biased neighbor
selection (with maximal 8 social friends out of 10 neighbors
in total). The availability information of each peer is also
obtained from our real world trace.

In Figure 19, we can see that the social collaboration of a
small number of peers can still enable considerable benefit to
peers’ downloading. In particular, 90% social peers will finish
their downloading within 400 seconds whereas only 60%
normal peers can finish the downloading within 400 seconds.
The startup delay in Figure 20 also indicates the benefit of
using social networks to accelerate BitTorrent, where most
social peers can get their first piece very fast within 10s.

VIII. FURTHER DISCUSSIONS

This paper takes a first step towards the challenges and
potentials of finding long-term relationship among BitTorrent
peers. There are still some open issues that can be further
explored.

Remodeling the BitTorrent System: In this study, we have
found that the arrival of most peers can be better fitted by
Poisson processes while others are more likely to be self-
similar. This observation can help us to clarify the dynamics
in the BitTorrent system. For example, giving peers’ arrival
patterns, we can build better models for the downloading
performance and the content availability across BT users.

Peer Cooperation in Social Communities: Due to the
assumption of peers’ selfish behaviors, content delivery among
cooperative peers has seldom been discussed in the BitTorrent
systems. Yet, giving the social relationship across the peers,
it is thus interesting to see how to achieve an optimal sharing
efficiency under this new context. One question is that how to
optimize the content sharing in hybrid swarms with a small set
of social friends only. Moreover, the seeder’s location (whether
the first seeder is in social networks or not) will also bring
more challenges to explore such a problem.

Free Riding: Free riding is a very important issue in
BitTorrent networks. Although better sharing incentives can
be expected across social network friends, it is hard to say
whether some social friends are also free riders. Some users
may not even care about this type of free riding; yet, it would
be better if this behavior can be detected in social networks.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we for the first time examined the chal-
lenges and potentials of long-term social relationships in
P2P networks. Due to the popular torrent sharing on social
applications, our analysis showed that the BitTorrent system
has enough potential to apply social network based enhance-
ments. The PlanetLab experiments further indicate that the
incorporation of social relations remarkably accelerates the
downloading time even in a hybrid system with a small set of
socially active peers only. We believed that the torrents sharing
will become more and more popular on social applications.
Such a trend will bring great opportunity to improve the
sharing efficiency in P2P file sharing systems.
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